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a b s t r a c t

In this work the transfer function for a truncated cusp infinite impulse response (IIR) filter has been

derived. The truncated cusp filter, when given an exponential pulse in the presence of white noise,

outputs a truncated cusp pulse which is optimum pulse shape under the constraint of finite pulse

duration. However it features a pole outside of the unit-circle and is therefore inherently unstable. To

overcome this instability a switching algorithm with two alternating poles has been applied. The filter

has been simulated with MATLAB and Simulink and implemented on-board a FPGA. The pulses from a

waveform generator and silicon drift detector (SDD) have been also processed by the filter and results

compared with theory. We find that the simulation and measurements were in agreement and show

that energy resolution due to electronic noise can be improved by up to 7.5% using a truncated cusp

instead of triangular filter. An improvement of up to 2.8% in overall energy resolution was measured

with a typical X-ray spectrometer based on a SDD detector with a nominal energy resolution of 150 eV

at energies of MnKa line.

& 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The energy resolution of semiconductor radiation detectors can
be affected by its subsequent electronic processing chain. This chain
is used to measure charge corresponding to a current pulse of
known shape. Charge–hole pairs are created by incident radiation
and current is induced by the bias voltage across the detector. The
signal processing chain usually comprises two stages. The first stage
is a trans-impedance amplifier that converts the current pulse into a
voltage signal. The second is a pulse shaping amplifier that filters
out noise in order to get a resolution as close as possible to the
intrinsic resolution of the detector [1–3].

The time-domain signal shape at the output of the trans-
impedance amplifier with capacitance in the feedback path is as
equally close to a step function as the current pulse is close to the
delta function. At the same place in the chain, noise can be
modeled by three different frequency components: white, color
and flicker with a power spectral density (PSD) according to [1–3]

NðoÞ ¼ aþ
b

o2
þ

c

o
, ð1Þ

where constants a, b and c depend on the detector and the trans-
impedance amplifier characteristics.

The problem of which filter provides the best signal-to-noise
ratio can be solved by splitting the pulse shaping stage into two
filters [4]. The first is a whitening filter that makes the noise PSD
independent of frequency. Then a second, shaping filter, which
has impulse response, according to matched filter theory, equal to
the mirror image of the output signal from the whitening filter
with respect to time, is applied.

Under the condition that flicker noise can be neglected, the
whitening filter is a simple high-pass filter (HPF) with corner time
constant

tc ¼

ffiffiffi
a

b

r
ð2Þ

Since the shape of the input signal into the whitening filter is a
step function, the output is an exponential signal with a decay time
equal to the corner time constant. Therefore, the impulse response
of the shaping filter is a mirrored exponential function with respect
to time. The signal on its output can be synthesized by taking a
convolution of its input signal with its impulse response. This gives
the well-known signal with infinite cusp shape. When normalized to
unit amplitude, the signal has the following form:

s1ðtÞ ¼ e�
tj j
tc ð3Þ
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2. Synthesis of the truncated infinite impulse response (IIR)
cusp filter

The second shaping stage, called cusp filter, which inputs an
exponential signal with decay-time constant tc, and outputs an
infinite cusp is not realizable. It can be shown [4] that the optimal
realizable limited time filter is one with output signal of a
truncated cusp shape. Normalized to unit amplitude, the optimal
signal QUOTE has the following form [3,5]:

sðtÞ ¼

sinh t
tc

sinh
tpk
tc

0ototpk

sinh
2tpk�t

tc

sinh
tpk
tc

tpkoto2tpk

,

8>>><
>>>:

ð4Þ

where tpk, the peaking time is half the width of the signal. Its
signal-to-noise ratio Ztcs compared to infinite cusp’s, ZN, is given
by the following relation (see Appendix, Eq. A8):

Ztcs

Z1
¼ tanh

tpk

tc

� �
ð5Þ

In order to synthesize the truncated cusp filter in the digital
domain, the input exponential signal should be digitized. If the
digitization period is T then the input signal si(n) with unit
amplitude can be described in the digital domain by the following:

siðnÞ ¼ e�
nT
tc hðnÞ, ð6Þ

where h(n) is the Heaviside step function. The truncated cusp filter
should output a signal with a shape equal to Eq. (4) and should be
shifted by tpk to synchronize it with the input (6). In order to
minimize any possible ballistic deficit, a flat top [3,5] can be added
to the output signal but at the expense of decreasing the signal-to-
noise ratio. This gives the following shape of the filter’s output signal
So(n) in the digital domain:

soðnÞ ¼
sinh nT

tc

sinh mT
tc

ðhðnÞ�hðn�mÞÞ

�
sinh ðn�l�mÞT

tc

sinh mT
tc

ðhðn�lÞ�hðn�l�mÞÞ

þhðn�mÞ�hðn�lÞ, ð7Þ

where m is equal to peaking time (tpk) and l�m to the flat top
duration, both in clock period units.

By knowing the input and output signal shape one can
calculate the transfer function H(z) by using the well known Z
transform. The calculation gives the following form:

HðzÞ ¼
sinh T

tc

sinhmT
tc

1�e
mT
tc z�m

� �
1�e�

mT
tc z�l

� �
z�e

T
tc

þ 1�e�
T
tc

� � z�m�z�l

z�1
ð8Þ

Note that the second term in Eq. (8) vanishes for zero-time
flat-top, i.e. m¼ l.

3. Implementation of the truncated IIR cusp filter

A straightforward implementation of the filter given by the
transfer function (8) fails numerically in part due to a term
HTIIRðzÞwhich has a pole p¼ eT=tc , outside of the unit-circle. The
term HTIIRðzÞis given by the expression

HTIIRðzÞ ¼
1�pmz�m

1�pz�1
ð9Þ

This so called one-pole Truncated Infinite Impulse Response
(TIIR) filter, has been studied elsewhere [6] and a simple solution
proposed for its implementation: two alternating instances of the

TIIR filter. In this work we have followed the same approach. The
filter layout in the MATLAB/Simulink [7] and Xilinx System
Generator [8] graphical environment is shown in Fig. 1. It can
be seen that HTIIR comprises one shared delay line and two one-
pole filters. Before input into HTIIR, the signal was scaled by an
additional factor, exp(T/tc), apart from the normalization factor
sinh T=tc

� �
= sinh mT=tc

� �
in Eq. (8), such that the amplitude of the

output signal from HTIIRis normalized to unitarity. If HTIIR is
calculated in M-bit fixed point arithmetic precision and term pm

represented with N fractional bits, then a maximal value for
peaking times is approximately equal to tcln 2M�N

� �
. It has been

verified that calculation of HTIIR with the proposed algorithm and
using M¼32 and N¼26 is sufficiently precise for broad range of
peaking times.

Details of the original switching algorithm and analysis of
the error propagations can be found in Ref. [9]. In this work the
original switching algorithm was modified in such a way that the
switching can be done every mþ1 clock cycle. It makes the filter
run shorter hence it accumulates less errors. The switching is
done on the following way. When output of the first pole ‘1p1’ on
Fig. 1 is selected, then its accumulator starts receiving output
from the subtractor ‘sub1’. In the same time accumulator of the
second pole ‘1p2’ is reset and it starts receiving earlier input ‘a’ of
the same subtractor. This phase lasts for mþ1 clock cycles
including one clock cycle needed to reset accumulator. After that,
poles are switched: ‘1p1’ is reset and starts receiving earlier input
‘a’ of the subtractor ‘sub1’ while ‘1p2’ starts receiving output from
the same subtractor. In this phase output is taken from pole ‘1p2’.
The filter was running at 50 MHz clock and its implementation
required 24 18�18 bit embedded multipliers.

A FIR implementation of Eq. (9) contains m sum of products
and requires m multipliers. For example, a filter with peaking
time tpk ¼ 10 ms which runs at f ¼ 50 MHz would require
m¼ ftpk¼500 multipliers. Therefore the IIR form (8) of a truncated
cusp transfer function and its corresponding recursive relation is
very suitable for a low-cost and low-power FPGA, which have a
lack of embedded multipliers.

The output from HTIIR feeds the part of the filter described by
the last factor in the first term of Eq. (8). In the case when a flat
top is required the second term in Eq. (8) should be implemented
and added to the first term.

4. Simulation and measurement

In order to verify the switching algorithm and check the
efficiency of the filter, a simulation in Simulink was performed.
For rapid simulation, the filter was synthesized using Simulink
blocks only and the simulation clock period was reduced to
10 MHz. The outputs from the trans-impedance amplifier were
simulated by periodically superimposing noiseless step signals of
the same amplitude. This created a noiseless staircase signal
which fed the HPF with corner time constant tc ¼ 5 ms. Thereafter
white noise was added to the output of the HPF and the summing
signal was sampled and held by Simulink’s ‘Hold’ block and
converted with the ‘Idealized ADC quantizer’. For each peaking
time, the output signal from the filter was stored into the Work-
space and later analyzed. In the analysis the height of each pulse
was calculated simply by taking its maximal amplitude. In this
way, the pulse height distribution versus peaking time was
obtained. The simulated distributions were in very good agree-
ment with the expected Gaussian. The full width at half max-
imum (FWHM) of the above Gaussians was plotted with respect
to peaking time tpk. By definition, the calculated FWHM should be
inversely proportional to the square root of the signal-to-noise
ratio Z given by Eq. (5). When normalized to the estimated FWHM
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